ABSTRACT. C. Bessaga has given conditions for a Banach space to be horneomorphic with its countable product. In this paper, we extend and generalize these results to complete metric topological vector spaces by using infinite dimensional techniques.
1. Introduction. Let M be a topological vector space (TVS), and let M^ denote its countable product. The hypothesis that M is homeomorphic to fs)M<u is contained in several important theorems in infinite dimensional topology. For example, it is used in Henderson and Schon's paper [8] . In the following, we will establish equivalent conditions for a metric TVS M to be homeomorphic to Ma,
If d is a metric on a TVS A! we say that d is translation invariant if
ix + y,y) = dix, 0) for all x, y £ M. We say that d is strictly monotone if 0 < t <s implies ditx, 0) < dis,, 0) tot all nonzero x e M. Theorem. Let X be a Banach space with norm || ||. // X S£ £, X iusing \-\ for d above), then X S Xe0.
As a consequence of this theorem, Bessaga has shown that, forN> X0, I AW S lAK)a. Here /j(K) is the set of N-sequences of reals, í*x'\er ¿ zv)
with at most countably many nonzero coordinates and with ^xec d (kJ*aI ^ 00•
The norm is the obvious one.
Using entirely different techniques, we have proven the converse of this theorem, and, in fact, have shown Theorem 0. Let X be an infinite dimensional Banach space. Then IXS X using any equivalent norm on X.
We have also generalized this result to: 
Therefore, every infinite dimensional Fréchet space F satisfies F Si l^ x F and, in particular, so does every Banach space.
Remark 2. As a consequence of Theorem 6.7 [9] and of a result of Eidelheit W. E. TERRY
Proof. Lemma 1 in Cutler's paper [6] contains this result.
A set K C M has property Z (is a Z-set) in M if for each nonempty, homotop-
ically trivial, open set U in M it is true that U\K is nonempty and homotopically trivial.
We need the following two lemmas on Z-sets:
Lemma 2. The following are equivalent in I.:
1. K has property Z in I., 2. t < f -e for some fixed e > 0, all tj.
-'
But then
Contradiction. Therefore, \t \ converges to r, and, hence jr x | converges to tx. Proof. The required isomorphism is the identity map. Just use the fact that if {x.!, \y{\ £ ltiiM, d) and 2f=1 dix., y.) < 1, then aKx,, yP «**,-y)
The notion of summability is the same in both spaces. This can be seen by letting jy¿| «■ 0 above, and applying the inequality to all elements in the sequence whose absolute value is less than 1. Proof of Theorem 1. Applying Lemma 6, we will assume that the metric d on M is bounded. We will first prove that /, x 2, M is homeomorphic to M .
Proofs of Theorems. Note that it is enough to prove
Step Step 2. l^ia^li) In particular, we have the required homeomorphism.
Step Step A. IfX^rHUM U(UK')] x [M\\0\F « (1^1 ¿"x M*.
We know that {0} is strongly negligible from M. Therefore (MmOD" Otf/l", To show [oe^r^*) u (u**)] m ctty we will show that each K1 and /'' is a Z-set. Thus, by Lemma 2, each K1 is a Z-set.
To show that each /'' is a Z-set, we can use an argument similar to the above. Just keep away from the appropriate 0 coordinate.
Thus, by Lemma 3 [(U'1') u (U^1)] is strongly negligible, and we have the homeomorphism.
Step H is onto since, given fy(.ie 2ß'(/j x M), choose ¡s¿y! such that {d'is.y., 0)1 = h-1i\d'iy., 0)\). Then Hi\s.y.}) = jy.{ since'a" is strictly monotone. This also shows how to define H~l.
